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untrained volunteers, fired by their patnotism and fervour,
kept going. By the time the lorries reached the point
where it had been settled they were to stop, more than
half had been put out of action. But General Serrador
and his staff were at their head, and now on foot and
in open order they all started scrambling up the rocks and
through the pine trees to the little rocky plateau which
marks the head of the pass I visited the spot only a few
days later, when the dead bodies of Reds and Patriots alike
were still strewn everywhere, and when the wrecked
and burnt-out skeletons of motor omnibuses and lorries
littered the sides of the road
It was almost impossible to believe the evidence before
one's eyes that these men had managed to storm such
heights in the face of the enemy fire. But they did so,
and when, with bayonets fixed, the first breathless
platoons arrived at the top, with their grey-headed
general m the front rank, the Reds broke and ran in con-
fusion down the hill-side on to the first slopes of the
plateau stretching to Madrid. Another door through
which the Reds had hoped to pour had been banged and
bolted. It remained, however, a very unhealthy spot,
for the Reds, with vain hopes of winning back the height
they had been unable to keep, pestered its garrison with
artillery fire and daily aeroplane bombing.
When I visited the pass with a number of journalists
conducted by Captain Aguilera, our Press officer, the Reds
were just trying to capture Venta San Rafael at the foot
of the pass by a twin turning movement on both flanks
calculated to cut off the gallant garrison on the hill. We
watched the fight from the village for some time, seeing
the prisoners being brought in—roughly sixty or so—and
then with our officer guide pushed to the top. From
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